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(ABSTRACT)

Information on transit ridership and operations is a

necessary condition as far as efficient management is con-

sidered. Transit managements on the acquisition of such a

data base can confirm predictions about scheduling, receive

warnings about potential dangers and plan future operations

on a much broader and precise base. Data from passenger

_ counts provide essential information to marketing and sched-

uling personnel by identifying peak load.points and the such.

Using manual collection methods for such data is expensive

and prone to human errors. Automatic Passenger Counting

(APC) systems are viewed as an improved and economical tech-

nique for data collection. Such systems monitor the progress

of a particular vehicle -- its position, number of passengers

getting on and off, times and distances between stops -- and

make this data available for processing. These are state of

the art systems, mostly microprocessor based and often em-

bracing a modular structure. The Red Pine system is such a



system with different dedicated modules for each bank of
tasks. Multitasking software is seen to be an powerful tool

for such systems and simplify the architecture of the system

hardware. A CHMOS hardware design, suited for multitasking

softwares is provided. Interfacing software for the Red Pine

system has been developed and is explained. Debugging test-

ing and simulation of the Red Pine hardware is detailed.

Modifications have been recorded and improvements suggested.
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l,0 INTRODUCIIQN.

With the advent of comprehensive transit systems,the con-

trollers of these transit schemes face the increasingly com-

plex task of determining efficient routes,schedules,number

of Vehicles per route etc.To be able to perform such tasks,

transit system managements require detailed and accurate in-

formation on transit ridership and operations.On the receipt

of a suitable database the system controllers can confirm the

proper operation of the system and can also determine any

deviations from previously forecasted results concerning

passenger usage,scheduling etc.

Manual collection of such data can be subject to human

error and other such.barriers.Also to collect error free data

manually would result in the usage of a lot of man hours and

cost too would be prohibitive.This provides the background

for the entry of automatic data collection systems ,commonly

called Automatic Passenger counting systems or APC

systems.APC systems are viewed as an improved and economical

technique for collecting data required to provide information

essential to improvements in transit operating efficiency.[1]

At a very basic level the function of an automatic pas-

senger counting system can be described as the acquisition

of data relating to passenger activity and the time and lo- ‘

cation of that activity. This data plays a constructive part
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in the transit system's planning and forecasting. The ini-

tial APC techniques were developed in conjunction with com-

prehensive automatic vehicle monitoring systems.Lately APC

. systems are designed as independent systems characterized by
I

their application rationale and methodology. Most transit

system managements specify their own special requirements

thus causing systems to be "tailor made". This sort of de-

sign deviates from the potential benefits of uniform design

which will consequently result in greater benefits for
transit system managements.[2] ’

;.; BACKGROUND OE AUIOMAIIC EASSENGEE COUEIIEG $1§IEMS,

Automatic Passenger Counting systems are a powerful tool

for the monitoring and maintenance of transit systems through

the efficient and comprehensive information they provide on

an individual route and system wide basis.APC systems can

provide essential data for the following transit planning,

operating and monitoring operations:

Route Scheduling

Passenger Loading

Route Performance

Degree of Expansion needed

Fare Ridership Elasticitv

Justify Federal subsidies
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The early applications regarded APCs as component parts

of an Automatic Vehicle Monitoring (AVM) system.These (AVM)

systems were installed to provide continuous and iq: to date

information regarding passenger activity and vehicle

status.This required radio transmission or some other form

of communications.These systems 'entailed huge overhead

costs,were cumbersome to operate and maintain.This lead to

experimenting with APCs as self sufficient units for the

collection of required data. The main difference between

these two approaches is the collection method.

The APCs store collected data on board the vehicle and

this can be unloaded at any appropriate time.Also APC systems

provided a more modular approach to data collection.

1.2 OBJEC11VES OF 1515 T5ES1S,

The objectives of this thesis are two fold.The first part

was the installation of an APC system.purchased from Red Pine

Associates,Canada, on a vehicle belonging to the Roanoke

Valley Metro.The second part was a paper design of an APC

system based on the knowledge the author derived from his

work cux the Red Pine APC.This system was designed with par-

ticular attention given to multitasking rather than multi-

processing. 1
_ The APC installed on the Roanoke Valley Metro was,as men-

tioned above, bought from Red Pine Associates, a Canadian
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firm.Initially Red Pine sent a single board system which was
used for testing purposes.This system was tested comprehen-

sively and all possible flaws in the system.both hardware and

software were isolated.Testing involved simulation of a
I transportation bus environment and all sorts of information

regarding transit activities were recorded.The actual system

installed was modular in its architecture.This system had to
be put under a lot of rigorous tests which resulted in iso-

lating all system deficiencies.The work took the better part

of six months as each time a defect was detected rectified

parts had 1x: be sent all the way from Canada.The actual in-

stallation involved examining a Roanoke Valley Metro bus for

a suitable location to mount the system,locating sources for

required inputs etc.

The initial system ,which was a single board system, was

designed such that its memory area was completely accessible

to the user/operator. This led to the creation of a software

diagnostic package which when invoked would create a diag-

nostic environment through which the operator could see at

any instant the different tasks being done by the system.

An important part in the installation process of this APC
system was the creation of interfacing software, which ena-
bles data to be retrieved from the APC which would then be

processed as required by the Transit Managers.

It should be mentioned here that the above work was done

as part of a research project which involved the Departments
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of Electrical Engineering and Civil Engineering. The hard-

ware debugging, testing, installing,and creation of the

software interface was the portion handled by the Electrical

Engineering. The Civil Engineering Transportation group

created the processing software needed.by the Transit system.

Based on the work the author had done on debugging the

hardware and software of the Red Pine system, the author

gained good insight into the functions and requirements of

APC systems.'I‘his knowledge led to the design of a single

board 8086 based system which places a lot of emphasis on

_ multitasking software.The driving force behind this idea was

the author's advisor Dr.Charles Nunnally who advocated the

need for a small system which would perform any required task

without a need to have any major change in the hardware.The

scope of this thesis concerning this design is limited to a

design only, which would include all the components needed

and major connections.The implementation of this design is

to be taken up at a later stage by some other candidate.

This thesis gives an overall view of APC systems which

includes :

1. A brief review of the functional ,operational,data re-

quirements of Automatic Passenger Counting systems

(Chapter 2).
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2. An overview of the Red Pine system's architecture, per-

formance, testing and installation (Chapter 3)

3. A description of the system designed by the author

(Chapter 4).

4. Conclusions and recommendations (Chapter 5).
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2.0 SYSTEM gEQUIgEME§I§,

2,1 EUNCI;ONAg·g§QUIßEMENIS

The basic function of an Automatic Passenger Counting

system is to collect correct data on passenger activity,time

and location of that activity.This data is needed by the

Transit Corporation for their future planning concerning load

forecasting and scheduling.This data should therefore ideally

include information about the number of passengers who have

boarded or alighted at a particular stop,the time spent at

each stop and some measure of the location of that stop.

To accomplish the above some basic functional requirements

have to be fulfilled. This is shown in figure #1.

2.1.1 Data Agguisigiog,

The system must continuously monitor the doors of the ve-

hicle for any sort of passenger activity.It should sense

pulses from the odometer which would be a controlling factor

for getting any passenger counts.Another important parameter

would be the condition of the doors,whether open or

closed,therefore "door open "and "door close" signals should T

be properly sensed.All required information must be "time

stamped" therefore an internal timer would be required.[3]
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Figure 1. APC system funetiorxal breakdown
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2.1.2 Data geconding

The main function of the system is collecting data re-

garding passenger activity on and off the vehicle, distance

between stops and total distance moved each day or for a user

specified time, total time the vehicle was in motion, time

between stops, idle times and the such. To control all these

activities of the system a Central Processing Unit is

required.This would be a Microprocessor or Microcomputer

which. would read the signals from the sensor· units,door

switches,the odometer and would determine whether this data

would pattern itself to indicate passenger activity on the

vehicle.If so then this data would need to be stored in mem-

ory with a time stamp and a measure of the distance travelled

since the last such activity had occurred.The amount of mem-

ory needed is determined by the data transfer mechanism.

2.1.3 Qata Tragsjer,

The actual processing of data is generally done on an ex-

ternal machine which can have access to a large data base or

memory and number processing capabilities. This requires

that the recorded data be transferred from the on-board sys-

tem whose function is only data accumulation.

Data transfer can be done byzradio transmission,means of

a. portable microcomputer,automatic data transfer at some
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fixed point.Except in the case of radio transfer this activ-

ity need be done just once a day.In most systems which are

cost conscious data transfer is done by means of a portable

computer.

2,1,4 Qata Erocessing,

The data that has been acquired from the on-board system

needs to be processed to be of any use.The processing segre-

gates data under many categories such as load,number of stops

etc.Further data may need to be aggregated and summarized by

route or by various time periods so that comparisons can be

made.

2.2 CONFIGURATIOQ 3EQUIgEMENTS,

The system configuration is bound by a rather loose

infrastructure but would possibly have the following compo-

nents as seen in fig.2.

2.2.1 on-Board Micnogrocessorgsg

The on-board processor(s) control the different functions

of the Automatic Passenger System.Regarding the passenger

counts the processor must apply a logical algorithm to clas-

sify the inputs received from the sensors as indicating ei-
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Figure 2. APC system functional configuration
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ther entry into the vehicle or exit from the‘

vehicle.Depending on the classification a count is then

registered.All required data such as counts,time at each

stop,distance between each stop should then be stored in the

processors local memory until it is retrieved during data

transfer.

2.2,2 Eassenger Sensors,

The sensors are used in the data acquisition function to

detect any sort of passenger activity.To minimize the chances

of error a minimum of two sensors would be required at each

door.These sensors,especially the front door sensors should

be able to detect bidirectional movement.The sensors are

generally activated by the door opening switches.The most

common sensors are light beams.The sensors should directly

inform the processor of passenger activity.

2.2.3 Location Sensogs,

The location sensors in conjunction with the internal

timer serves the function of determining the location of

specific events.The PCM records have to be crossmatched with

existing files of scheduled times and distances to determine

specific stops.Although odometer impulses serve this purpose

more accuracy would be achieved by using signpost identifi-
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cation systems at the same time. Signposts can be detected

using a transmitter/receiver scheme ,similar to the passenger

counting one. The signal may be a radio signal or an infra

red beam. The recording of a particular signpost will

clearly mark the particular vehicle in space and time to al-

low easy referencing of all stops.

2.;.9 getnieyal Units,

Retrieval units fulfill the requirements of the data

transfer function. Systems which use radio transmission

constantly transfer data to the main computer but systems

using* on-board storage require the physical transfer of

data.This can be done by using a portable retrieval unit such

as a personal computer.

2.2.5 Central Comguteg,

A central computer is required to perform the data proc-

essing function.Consideration may be given to dedicated sys-

tems with a large database capability to accommodate the

large amount of information that is retrieved from more than

one APC.In order to communicate with all parts of the system

asynchronous communication capability is required.
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2.3 QATA ßEC03D REQU;gEME§I§

The data collected should be recorded in a particular

manner.Some system manufacturers call their data structure -
1ogs.A log should have the following properties

1. Sequence— a control number to ensure that the events are

recorded in the right order.

2. Header-a number which specifies which of the required

events is recorded.

3. Time of event—a number to record the time of each

event,or the time that has elapsed since the last event

took place.

4. Distance—a record of the total distance travelled since

power on or the distance between stops.

5. Passenger Ons/Offs-a count of the number of passengers

who have entered or left the vehicle.
h

A log would be created when one of the following events

takes place.

* When the system has been switched on.
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* When passengers have been recorded either leaving or

entering the vehicle.

* When the vehicle has been idle for at least two

minutes-short idle

* After a long idle period.

* After a specified distance has been covered by the ve-

hicle.

* When a requested by an external machine to leave a stamp

to mark the end of a long list of valid logs.

A comprehensive table of such events and header details

are shown in fig.3.

2,4 OPERAIIOQAL ßEQUIg§MENIS,

The many operational requirements of an APC system are

mentioned below

2.4.1 Availability.

The basic system,spare components,accessories must. be

easily available for both software and hardware. It should

also be easy to communicate with the manufacturer to discuss

improvements and solutions to problems that may

arise.Response time to any problem should be small.
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DRTH RECORDITEM PERHMETERS BYTES
Header Detail Record - _

1 @@@=Header Record 1 — 3 _
2 On—board Micro ID 4 — 7
3 Date 8 · 134 _ Reserved Eor Expansion 14 — 18

Event Detail Record-

5 Event Type 1 — 3
6 Time of event 4 — 7
7 distance 8 T 12
8 On Counts 13 T 17

. 18 — 223 O+F Counts

Figure 3. APC system inputs. _
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2.4.2 ACCUPBCY,

The accuracy of the readings provided.by the system should

be of the order of 95% for lightly used routes and 90% for

heavily used routes.If the software provides a procedure to

distribute errors throughout a run, these accuracy specifi-

cations should be satisfied after the correcting algorithm

has been applied.

2.4.3 Reliability,

The hardware and software reliability of the system should

be maximized to reduce maintenance overheads.This refers

mainly to the reliability of the sensors and the processing

units.Discounting mishaps and human errors the system should

have a reliability factor of around 0.95 (refer 2).

2.4.4 Adagtability.

The structure of both the hardware and the software should

be flexible and modular so that it can be easily converted

to adapt to any sort·of environment.0ptional modules should

be connected by standard interfaces such as the RS-232 .

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS. 17



2.4.5 Diaggostics.

The hardware should have diagnostic capabilities which

indicates the working of each part of the system.The diag-

nostic unit is optional and should have the capability of

also showing absolute values of the readings that are being

. currently processed by the system.Thus the diagnostic unit

will act as an interrogator of the system and the processing

unit.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS. 18



3,0 RED EINE APC SYSTEM OVEEVEEE AND INSTALLATION.

Automatic Passenger system functions are classified with

. respect to its requirements.The system described.here is with

respect to the Red Pine Associates system.Each main function

of the system is considered to be performed by modules.This

chapter describes the module structure and its functions,

testing and simulation.

3,1 POWEE EUEPEX MODULE

The Power Supply Module or PSM controls the power needs

of the system. It receives a +12V supply from the exterior

and sends out a 10v signal to the other modules in the system.

The odometer signal is also received by this module. The

connections of this module are shown in Fig 4.

3.2 EASSENGEE COUNT MODULE

These modules are directly associated with counting of

passengers off and on the vehicle.A different module is al-

located to each door.Thus we would ideally require a front

door PCM and a back door PCM.

The Passenger Count Modules monitor the entry and exit of

passengers to and from the vehicle.This requires sensing el-

RED PINE APC SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND INSTALLATION. 19



° POWER
·——> INTER HODLLE CFIBLE

SENSORSRS·232

Figure 4. MODULE CONNECTIONS
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ements which would at the appropriate times signal the module

controller about passenger activity.

The controller is a 8 bit microprocessor. The processor

communicates with other modules through an USART or ACIA.

All the tasks performed by the microprocessor is initiatedl

by interrupts. Optical sensors are connected to the

processor input ports.The sensor placement is shown in figure

4. Each sensor pair consists of a transmitter and a re-

ceiver.
4

When the sensor beams are broken the C.P.U is informed by

means of hardware interrupts.Depending on the sequence in

which the beams are broken the processor decides whether

passengers have entered the vehicle or have left the

vehicle.This count is stored in the PCM Ram area.Before a

count is to be done the processor checks to see whether the

doors are open.If this condition is not satisfied the count

is invalid.

3.3 T|;IE DIAGNOSTIC MODU|,§

This module gives a real time diagnostic of the system

operations.The DGM does not have to be an integral part of

the system at all times.Only when its necessary to oversee

the working of the system does this module have to be in-

cluded in the system.The diagnostic module gives a view of

the absolute counts recorded by the system such as

RED PINE APC SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND INSTALLATION. 21



1. Time since power on.

2. State of the sensor beams,whether broken or unbroken.

3. Distance covered by the vehicle.This is a function of the

odometer impulses received by the system.

4. Absolute ON and OFF counts.

The CPU and other hardware of the DGM is the same as the

PCM and other modules.The Diagnostic module connections are

shown in figure4.

3,4 CONIROL STORAGE MODULE

This module is in a sense the system brain.The CSM arbi-

trates the overall functioning of the system,inter-module

communications and the communications to the external envi-

ronment.

The hardware structure of the Control Storage Module is

similar to the PCM and the DGM.This module keeps a record or

"LOG" of all activities that have taken place.It regularly

polls the Passenger Count Modules for information regarding

passenger counts.If such activity has taken place it receives

the data from the PCM.This information is then put into Ram

storage in a predefined user readable way.

RED PINE APC SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND INSTALLATION. 22



The CSM also keeps track of time and distance.It is fed

with odometer impulses which help to ascertain distance.There

is an internal timer that keeps track of time during which

the vehicle was in motion and the idling time.

‘§,5 INIEg—MODUL§ CONN§CIIONS AND COMMUN;CATIONS

All the modules are daisy chained together by a cable

which fit into nine pin sockets.Each pin in any module is

connected to the corresponding pin in the other modules.The

current modules use only five pins.These are

1. Transmit data ---- pin 8

2. Receive data ——-- pin 7 «

3. Ground ---- pin 2

4. +10v supply —--- pin 4

5. Odometer impulses ---- pin 9

The PSM and the CSM have external connections too.The PSM

outside connections are

1. Power input +12V -—- pin 6 (white wire on the cable)

RED PINE APC SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND INSTALLATION. 23



2. Power ground --- pin 1 (black wire on the cable)

3. Odometer input --- pin 8 (red wire on the cable)

The CSM has RS-232 connections to the exterior for commu-

nications. These follow regular RS-232 connections which are

1. Ground --— pin 1 (black wire on the cable)

2. Receive data —-- pin 2 (Green wire on the cable)

3. Transmit data --- pin 3 (white wire on the cable)

The data between modules is sent in the form of

packets.Each character is formatted as follows.

1. Start Bit.

2. 8 Data Bits.

3. Stop Bit.

RED PINE APC SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND INSTALLATION. 24



The baud rate is 2400 baud.All data is transferred between

modules using the following format:

Prefix ESC STX

Length one byte=L

Destination one byte=D=destination module ID

number.Source
one byte=S=source module ID number.

Data byte 1 one byte=D(1) ·

Data byte L-2 one byte=D(L—2)

Checksum two bytes=2's compliment of the sum

of L+D+D(1) +......+D(L-2).

Suffix ESC ETX

To access the interface a. module must. bid after the °

interface has been idle for three characters.Bidding is done

by transmitting any two bytes. If these two bytes are re-

ceived simultaneously and error free then the module assumes

that it has access to the interface.The module then must be-

gin transmission within three character periods.Failure to

do so requires that the module make another bid for the

interface.If the bid bytes are in error it is assumed that a

collision has taken place which indicates that some other

module has control of the interface.The module must then de-
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lay its bid for some number between ten and thirty two char-

acter periods.Packets received in errors are ignored.

3,6 EXTERNAL COMMUNICAT;0NS

Communications with the outside world is exclusively the

monopoly of the CSM.As mentioned earlier the CSM stores in-

formation in the form of logs.Information about log formats

and accessible memory is found in appendix 2.The CSM can be

spoken to in a.certain format from an external machine.This

format is as follows

1. FF FF LO HI CHKSUM.

This five byte pattern is a request to the CSM to start a

dialogue. The first two bytes,FE FF,are merely prefixes.HI

and Ix) indicate the high byte and low byte of the addressed

16 bit memory location.CHKSmM is the checksum of the four

bytes which =2's compliment of FF+FF+LO+HI.

On the receipt of a puoper request the CSM answers back

in a similar fashion.

• FF FF LENGTH BYTE(L) DATA(1)...............DATA(L)

CHECKSUM

RED PINE APC SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND INSTALLATION. 26



Here the length byte pertains to the amount of data bytes

being sent in response to a request. The number of data bytes

sent by the CSM equals 128. Thus each memory access yields

128 data bytes. This system has 6K of accessible memory

area. The checksum is is the 2's compliment of length

byte+D(1)+......+D(L).

3,7 SIMULATION AND IESIING,

The testing of the system was done in the laboratory where

an artificial bus environment was simulated. Required inputs

were supplied to the system. These are mentioned below.

• System supply voltage of +12V .

• Odometer impulses. This input simulates movement of the

bus. A square wave of varying frequency was supplied.

As mentioned earlier all recordings done by the system are

based on the receipt of an odometer impulse so this input

plays an important part in the proper working of the system.

Simulation is done as follows.

• The system is powered on. The Diagnostic Unit now shows

the: state of all system parameters. The data stored in
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RAM is accessed, to check whether the "start up " re-

cording has been made.
’

° • The odometer is activated to create vehicle movement.

This is done after two minutes or so such that on the next

memory access a record (Log) showing that the vehicle was

idle for a certain period of time is seen.

• The vehicle is stopped by disconnecting the odometer and

the doors are opened. The system software is such that

no passenger activity is recorded until the doors are

open. Now passengers are counted off and on the bus.

This is done by breaking the sensor beams in the pre-

scribed.manner. At this time the Diagnostic module shows

immediate counts of passengers getting of and on.

• Next the doors are closed by disconnecting the supply

that indicates the opening and closing of the doors. The

bus is moved by activating the odometer again. This

· should create passenger records in the system RAM. This

area is now accessed by the data retrieval machine to

verify that the records and counts are authentic.

• The above process is repeated for long periods of time.
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3.7.1 gecorded System Discregagcies,

The simulation and testing done on the system isolated

flaws in both the hardware and software. This knowledge was

sent to the manufacturers who rectified the faults . To

mention all such recorded discrepancies would be a waste of

time and space so a general idea about the located bugs are

given here.

• Passenger records had inherent flaws which would result

in arbitrary counts.

• The Diagnostic unit displays would at times get reset

thus erasing all earlier counts. This was also noticed

in the Control unit.

• Inter-module interface collapses would occur.

• Log records were getting overwritten.

The above mentioned faults occurred in various ways and

at various times. Most of the time spent on this project

involved the isolation of all possible faults and trying to

have them rectified. A
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3,8 TNTERFACING TO AQ EXIERNAL MAC§IN§,

As mentioned earlier data retrieval is done by an external

machine. The computer chosen for this task was the Data

General One , a portable personal computer which is IBM com-

patible. This computer because of its portability is taken

on board the vehicle and data is transferred to its diskette

area. This data is then transferred to any required computer

for processing.

The D.G.One communicates with the APC system through its

COM1 port which is a RS-232 port. Initially some difficulty

was faced when attempting to communicate through this port

as it also serves as an external modem port. Communications

between the D.G.One and the APC system are devoid of an

, hardware handshaking. To achieve this the following pins

were used,

1. Pin 2 -— the transmit pin.

2. Pin 3 -— the receive pin.

3. Pin 7 -- ground. -

4. To circumvent the need for handshaking pins 4 and 5 are

looped, so are pins 8,5,and 6.
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The communications algorithm is as follows. Data requests

are made by the D.G.One as per specified requirements . The

data transmitted by the APC system is received, checked for

validity and then stored in a disk file. This data is then

transferred to the processing computer.

g 3.2 INSTALLATION OF 1ßE SXSTEM

The system was installed on a vehicle belonging to the

Roanoke Valley Metro. A schematic of the placement is shown

in figure5. The system is placed such that no external in-

terference is possible. The whole system is mounted behind

the side seat at the front of the bus. Thus it is invisible

to passengers on the bus. All required inputs are fed in

through wires and connectors. Special connectors are pro-

vided to hook up the Data General One and the Diagnostic

Unit. The Diagnostic Unit is to be hooked up only if an in-

terrogation of the system is to be done.Figure 8 and figure

9 show dimensions of the mounting plates.

3.10 MODIFYING THE ODOMETEß INPUI, .

The sensing unit on the bus sends out 120 pulses for every

revolution of the wheel. This translates to about 10 pulses

per foot. The Red Pine system is programmed to accept 1 pulse
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every 50 feet or so. This meant that the available signal

would have to be modified to tailor it to the requirements.

To achieve the above a CMOS 12 bit Binary counter the Na-

tional 4040 has been utilized. This device has an output on

every stage. To get a pulse every 50 feet the odometer signal

is fed into the chip and the output of the 9th stage is fed

to the system. Power for this device is derived from the

Power Supply Module's regulated 10V system supply. The

counter has also been placed in the power supply module so

that regulated supply is available and it is easy to access

the odometer input signal. .A schematic is shown in figure

8. Y
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4,0 DESIGN OF AN AUTOMATIC EASSENGEB COUNTING SYSIEM

The system developed by Red Pine Associates was modular

in structure with each module being dedicated to a certain

task.This sort of a system requires complex networking soft-

ware which is extremely susceptible to collisions on the ,

inter-module bus.Moreover from the operators point of view

mounting of such a system could create unnecessary

problems.Thus the need for a single board all purpose system

is being felt in many transit corporations. .

This chapter deals with the design of a single board all

purpose system which would be highly flexible in its func-

tioning. Many multitasking software packages are available,

all of which are very compatible to a microprocessor based

system, like ‘the APC system.The design, described in this

chapter has been designed to work with multitasking software

like the Hunter-Ready VRTX86.Usage of such software enables

using a lesser number of circuit components.The design uses

only CHMOS components.A description of the components and a

brief mention of their functioning in the system is given

below.Y
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4.1 SYSTEM COMPONEQTS

As mentioned above this system uses a limited amount of

hardware due to the fact that multitasking software is being

used which negates the need for mass of circuitry. .

4.1.1 System C,P.U

The system C.P.U is a 8OC86,which is a high performance

CHMOS version of the standard 16-bit 8086.It is presently

available in 5 MHz clock rate and will be available in 8 MHz

clock rate during the latter part of 1985.The processor has

two modes of operation,the

MINimum mode for smaller systems and the MAXimum mode for

multiprocessing systems.For this particular application the

8OC86 must be configured in the MINimum mode. All 8OC86

circuitry is of static design.Internal latches and registers

are static and require no refresh as with dynamic
1

designs.This will eliminate the minimum operating frequency

restriction placed on other microprocessors.The internal ar-

Y chitecture of the 8OC86 is exactly similar to the 8086.[4]

9,1.2 Programmable tntegrugt Contgoller

This system is entirely interrupt driven and therefore an

Interrupt Controller is required to facilitate the proper
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processing and servicing of interrupts.The system will use a
82C59A which is the CHMOS version of the HMOS 8259.The 82C59A

is designed to relieve the system C.P.U from the task of

polling in a multi-level priority interrupt system.The 82C59A
can handle up to 8 vectored priority interrupts and is

cascadable to 64 without additional circuitry.This chip also

handles equal priority devices easily.

4.1.3 Interval Iimeg

Most multitasking software require a programmable timer

chip to be incorporated in the hardware .This system will

make use of a 82054 chip, which is a Programmable Interval

Timer which is designed to solve common timing and control

problems in microprocessor systems.The 82054 has three inde-

pendent 16-bit counters each capable of handling clock inputs

up to 10 MHz.There are six programmable timer modes which

allow the 82054 to be used as an event counter,elapsed time

indicator,wave generator,programmable one shot ,real time

clock etc.

T 4.1.4 Clocg Genegator

To drive the 80086 and other devices a 82084 CHMOS clock

generator
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is used. The chip has a crystal controlled oscillator,a

divide-by-three counter and complete READY synchronization

and reset logic. Power consumption is a fraction of that of

W similar bipolar devices. Crystal controlled operation up tof
25 MHz utilizes a parallel fundamental mode crystal and two

small load capacitors. The selected crystal frequency is

three times the required clock frequency.

4.1.5 gigb Sgeed Bigagy Decoder,

To properly enable and select the memory and I/O compo-

nents the system makes use of High Speed Binary Decoder.

Since no CHMOS component was found the chip used is the Intel

8205 1 out of 8 Binary Decoder. This device is used for

systems utilizing input ports, output ports, memory compo-

nents etc, all of which have an active low chip select input.

When the 8205 is enabled one of its 8 outputs goes low thus

selecting only one device at a time.The 8205 contains a 1 out

of 8 decoder.It accepts a three bit binary code and by gating

this creates an exclusive output that represents the value

of the input code.

9,1.6 communicatiog Interface

To connect the system bus to the RS-232C port a Universal

Synchronous Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter 51; required.
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The USART used is the Intel 8251. „A CHMOS version of this

device is still not in the market so the standard version is

used. The USART accepts data in parallel from the CPU and

converts it tx: a serial format for transmission. Similarly

the device can receive serial data streams from external ma-

chines and converts them to a parallel stream for trans-

mission to the CPU. The USART signals the CPU whenever it

can accept a character for transmission and whenever it has

received a character for the CPU. The CPU can read the com-

plete status of the USART at any time. Baud rates can be

chosen from 75 baud to 9600 baud.

4,1,7 Serial Interface,

The RS-232C serial interface is used to provide serial

communication wdth external data retrieving machines. This

is connected to the system bus through the 8251 USART. Se-

rial communication is asynchronous with baud rates from 300

to 9600, odd, even or no parity, upto eight bits per charac-

ter and one or two stop bits.

4.1.8 Memory Comgonents,

This system requires a set of ROM and RAM memories. The
5 multitasking software requires about 4K of EPROM area. To

install this software the Intel 2732 4k EPROMs are suggested.
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For system readings,logs,RAM area is required and the Intel

51C64L low power 64K CHMOS dynamic RAM is suggested. This

area, 64K, should suffice for most systems .

4,;,2 Sensors,

The sensing elements can be of any type that would output

a change in voltage or current levels when detecting any sort

of activity across their surfaces. It is suggested that pho-

toelectric sensors be used, two to a door.

4.2 MULIITAS§ING S1SIEM§

A multitasking system is one in which a single processor

switches its attention between several sequential tasks. In

real-time environments such switching is the direct result

of some external event generating an interrupt. In addition

there usually is present a real-time clock that generates

interrupts at regular or specified time intervals , for tim-

ing purposes.
i

The essence of multitasking systems is the creation and

execution of tasks. A task can be defined as some independ-

ent part of a program which is in.most cases a service routine

. Tasks can be prioritized as per user specifications. The

multitasking software for which this system is designed is

the Hunter-Ready VRTX86. The hardware is designed to support
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a certain multitasking algorithm which has been developed at

the Department of Electrical Engineering, Virginia Tech. A

schematic of this algorithm is shown in figure 9. Nmlti-

tasking makes it possible to perform multiprocessing appli-

cations with just a single processor, thus eliminating timing

and synchronization problems.

4,3 §YSTEM CONNECIIONS

As mentioned earlier the 80086 is configured in the

MINimum mode. The schematic shown in figure 10 gives an idea

of the circuit connections

The basic pin and component connections are mentioned be-

low in an ordered manner.

j • To configure the 80086 in the MINimum mode pin 33 is

connected to Vcc.

• The active low pins Read and Write are connected to the

same pins on the 82C59A and the 8251A.

• The address/data bus forms the system bus and all compo-

nents in the system are accessed by this bus.

• The interrupt and interrupt acknowledge pins INTR and

INTA of the CPU are connected to the INT and the active
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low pin INTA on the 82C59 Programmable Interrupt Con-

troller.

• Three address pins are used to send a 3 bit binary input

to the Decoder which in turn enables the active low chip

select CS of the system components.

• On the 82C59 the interrupt request pins IRO-IR7 receive

interrupts from the sensors.

• The CLK,READY and RESET pins on the 8OC86 are fed from

the CLK, READY and RESET pins on the 82C84 Clock Genera-

tor.

• Depending on which of the counters on the 82C54 Timer is

being used that particular input pin is also fed by the

CLK of the 82C84.

• The output of the timer is also connected to the INTR.pin

of the CPU. This should be given the highest priority.

To achieve this the 82C59 and the 82C54 outputs have to

be resolved using some suitable combinational logic ,as

shown by the block A in figure 10 which has not been

discussed.
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• It is suggested that no hardware signals be used for

communications with the RS-232C serial interface. The

Transmit pin is connected to pin 2 on the RS-232 connec-

tor which is the receive pin. Similarly the receive pin

on the 8251 is connected to pin 3 of the RS-232.

9.4 WORKING OE IHE SXSIEM

The basic schematic of the system is shown in figure 10.

The sensors are connected to the CPU through the Interrupt

Controller. The breaking of a sensor beam and making of a

beam each generates a interrupt. Thus we will have eight

interrupts from both the doors. All these interrupts are

accorded equal priority. Each interrupt has its own service

routine that is resident in the VRTX86. So on receipt of

interrupts , VRTX takes over and performs all the required

tasks pertaining to passenger counting and creation of logs.

The Programmable Interrupt Controller 82C59A handles equal

priority devices easily. It does an Automatic Rotation of

the interrupts, by which an interrupt after servicing re-

ceives the lowest priority. At the same time since all the

- interrupts have been originally awarded the same priority no

interrupt is ignored.Every interrupt is latched and is ser-

viced according to its rotation priority. VRTX uses timer

interrupts to create updates on the recorded data. A real

time clock is to be used to append real time values to each
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record rather than relative times as in the case of the Red

Pine system.

All log creations are done by software and stored in RAM.

A lot of memory has been provided, 64K, as against the 6K

available on the Red Pine system.The VRTX and service soft- _

ware resides in the ROM area. Communications to the exterior

world is done through the RS—232 port which is connected

through the 8251 to the system bus. VRTX requires a timer

chip for its internal timer. This signal is supplied by the

82C54. The clock generator drives the timer chip and the

8OC86.

The main advantages of this system are

• Lower power consumption , as CHMOS components are being

used.

• Hardware requirements are less.

• No synchronization problems between modules.

•_ Less space required for mounting and can be easily

mounted.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The main object of this research project was to analyze,

debug and install for the Roanoke Valley Metro an Automatic

Passenger Counting system developed by Red Pine Associates.

This work gained the author an indepth knowledge of such

systems and resulted in the hardware design of a single board

system which would use Multitasking Software to perform real —

time tasks.

The Red Pine system Ihad a modular architecture with

interfacing software between the modules. To install this

system the author had to do the following :

• Interface it to a personal computer which was the Data

General One, a portable personal computer. Interfacing

was done by software. The software developed will look

into the APC system's memory and access all available

data. This data is recorded.by the system on a bus during

its daily schedule.

• Test and isolate problems in the hardware and the soft-

ware. fR> do this extensive simulation procedures were

developed in the laboratory. The procedure involved the

simulation of a bus environment. This was done by feed-
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ing to the system all required input signals like the

door switch signals, odometer impulses and the such.

A
j The simulation and testing proved very fruitful as a lot

of errors mainly in the system software were discovered.

This information was sent to the manufacturers who rec-

tified the isolated errors.

• The testing was done on two systems,the existing Red Pine

system and the new one that was developed during the in-

itial part of 1985. These systems differed quite a. lot

511 their hardware. The first was a single board system

and the second a modular system.

• During the initial part of the project, when working on

the initial system, the author developed a software di-

agnostic package. This allowed the operator to see at all

times the reception and processing of inputs by the sys-

tem and the creation of logs. The new system incorpo-

rated a Diagnostic Unit which performed the same tasks

as the software.

• The testing was quite involved and resulted in the system

software being modified seven times before all bugs were

cleaned out.
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• The system was installed on a bus. To do this several

field trips were made to Roanoke to investigatee the

availability of all required inputs and the positioning

of the hardware on the bus. The system installation is

such that it is invisible to the commuting public so that

their activities on board the vehicle is not influenced

by the presence of the system.

• The installation also involved a lot of manual work so

as to provide easy access to it.

I • During this period it was discovered that the odometer

inputs could not be handled by the system so some mod-

ifications were made in the hardware. This involved the

creation of a piece of electronics that converted the

existing odometer signal to the system standard.

All this work done by the author culminated in the hard-

ware design of an all purpose single board system. 'The de-

sign is only on.paper and is specially suited to multitasking

software.

The author feels that for such systems multitasking soft-

ware will provide great modularity especially if more tasks

are to be added . This can be done without any added hard-

ware. Moreover the idea of a single board system simplifies

mounting and installation problems.
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With respect to the Red Pine system the following recomm-

endations are made.

• The Diagnostic Unit should be programmed such that com-

munications with the modules is possible. This would

entail an interactive screen so that requests for spe-

cific modules can be made. The communications need not

be exhaustive but only serve as a method to comprehen-

sively interrogate any specific module with respect to

its working and communications with other modules. This

will serve to easily isolate problems.

• Apart from the Diagnostics a simple protocol for access-

ing the count memory locations should be established.

This would enable the user to establish the root causes

of count irregularities if any without having to contact

the manufacturers. The author strongly feels that the

sort of accessible memory provided in the initial Red

Pine system would be advantageous.

To conclude it should be mentioned that the author feels

that the single board design has certain distinct advantages

over the system installed. It requires less hardware and any

special needs can be catered to without modifications in the

hardware, due to the use of multitasking software. It is
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recommended that as a future project this design be imple-

mented.
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APPENDIX A. EED EINE SXSIEM DOCUMEEIATIOE,

This appendix deals exclusively with the Red Pine system,

its protocols and working.

A.; MODULE CO§NECT;OES ggg IEIERNAE SIEUCIURES,

All modules are connected.by the inter-module cable. Each

module has two or more connectors. Of these two the inter-

module cable is connected to the 9 pin connector. Each pin

· on any given module is connected to the corresponding pin on

all other modules. The current modules use only 5 pins

(2,4,7,8,9) but wiring all the 9 pins is recommended as the

manufacturers plan to use all the pins on future models.

All modules have an internal fuse. The PSM has two LEDs

which indicate the presence of input and output voltages.

The CSM and the two PCMs have 4 LEDs on the microprocessor

card. The LED which is not in the group of three indicates

+5V. The green LED which is in the group of three flashes

on for 1 second and off for a second if the microprocessor

is operating normally. The Red LED indicates an idle condi-

tion on the inter-module data line when lit. The yellow does

not serve any purpose at the present.
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5.2 DATA TRANSFEg§

• The CSM transfers data at 4800 baud, 8 bits per charac-

ter, odd parity , 1 stop bit.

5,;.; QSM gatg tgagsfgg jogmatg,

‘ Data to CSM --- FF, FF, Address most significant byte,

Address least significant byte, checksum.

• The two address bytes constitute a 16 bit address from

which data is to be retrieved. The Checksum is the 2's

compliment of the address most significant byte + least

significant byte. On the receipt of a wrong checksum the

CSM does not respond to any external request.

Data from CSM --- FF, FF, length byte,

D(1),...............D(length), checksum.

• The length byte specifies the number of data bytes to

follow. The checksum is the 2's compliment of the

length byte + D(l) + ............+ D(length). p
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A,3 CSM ADDRESS SPAC§,

The CSM has RAM memory where Logs are stored and this area

is the space from which data is retrieved. Not all memory

space contain data, some locations when accessed execute an

instruction. A list of the accessible areas, their meaning

and responses are given below.

• OOOOh-17FFH —-- Data Log Area. Response is 128 data

bytes.

• 18OOH—EFFFH —-- No meaning. Response is 128 bytes.

• FOOOH --- Begin Dump command. Response is one

byte=A1.

• FOO1H -—- Return address of last data recorded.

Response is two data bytes which is the required address.

• FOO2H --— Reset Log pointer. Response is one byte

= A1.

• FOO3H-FEFFH --- Unused.
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A,§ CSM LOG IYPES.

All data recorded by the CSM is stored as Logs. All Logs

are 5 bytes long. The first byte depicts the log type. The

second byte is the time byte and represents the time elapsed

since the previous log; Time units are fifteen seconds.

Distance when used is the third byte and represents the num-

ber of odometer transitions, both rising and falling, since

the previous log. Bytes four and five represent passenger

counts. The fourth byte represents the number of passengers

who have got ON the bus and the fifth byte represents number

of passengers who have got OFF the vehicle, These counts

represent the passengers counted since the previous passenger

count.

The log types are in the table shown on the next page.
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Type Function Description
power on log O1 OO OO OO Indicates system

OO is powered on

hour overflow O2 OO system on for a
log distance OO hour

OO
1 minute idle O3 time Vehicle has been
log. distance OO idle for atleast

OO one minute.

Distance O4 time OO OO Created after
overflow log. OO every 255

odometer pulses .

Passenger log O5 time Generated by an
distance on odometer
off transition after

passengers have
been counted,
both off and on
the bus.

End long idle O6 time Generated by an
log. distance OO odometer

OO transition after
the vehicle has
been idle for
atleast 2
minutes.

07 Forced last O7 time Mark log.Elapsed
time. elapsed time time is time

since last Reset
or Power on or
Dump.
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Type Function Description
‘ 08 distance the last

three bytes
represent
distance
which is a
function of
the odometer
pulses since
last power
on/reset.

PCM front 09 time communication
failure distance 00 with the front

00 PCM failed.
PCM rear 10 time communication
failure. distance 00 with rear CM

OO failed
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A,5 DIAGNOSTIC DISPLA1,

The diagnostic module can display (and reset) conditions

in either the control storage module or the passenger count

modules.

A.5.l Passenger count modules,

Press the #1 key on the keypad. This displays the condi-

tion of the lighthead beams and the door switch on both the

PCMs. An "U" indicates an unbroken beam and "B" is a broken

beam. The left U/B is the innermost beam and the right U/B

is the outermost beam. lux open door is indicated by "0PN"

and a closed door by "CLS". Press O on the keypad to toggle

the display to show passenger on and off counts.This also

resets the on and off counts to zero. Passenger counts being

logged by the CSM are not affected by this. X in a display

position indicates that the associated module is not re-

sponding.

A.5.2 Control Storage module.

Press 2 on the keypad. This brings about a display of the

CSM recordings. The amount of storage used (in Hex), the

elapsed time, total distance, and the data transfer interface
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status are displayed. The data transfer interface status may

be reset by pressing key 0. The interface status byte bits

represent the following :

• Bit 7 -- receive byte error.

• Bit 6 —- dialogue not started by FF.

• Bit 5 -- receive checksum error.

• Bit 4 -- receive complete indicator.

• Bit 3 -- first FF transmitted.

• Bit 2 —— second FF transmitted.

• Bit 1 -— length transmitted.

• Bit 0 -- transmit complete.

A.6 SENSOg PLACEMENT,

The sensors should be placed so that their average height

above the steps is 50 inches. The exterior XMIT/RCV pair

should be 6 to 8 inches above the interior pair. The spacing
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° between the most interior and most exterior beams should be

about 6 to 8 inches.
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AEPENDIX B, COMMUNICAI;ON SOFTWARE ,

The, program written to communicate with the APC system

consists of four parts.

1. A routine to dump memory onto a disk file.

2. A routine which requests for a type 7 log.

3. A routine to force a type 8 log.

4. A routine which accesses the address of the last record.

Each of these routines works on the same principal.

Open the COM1 port for communications.

Send request as per protocol specifications.

Read in transmitted data and calculate the checksum

If the data's authenticity is verified then write data into

a disk file. This is done only by the routine that reads logs

and not by the other three routines.
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B.; USING T§E P§OGRAM, _

The software is user interactive and self documentary.

The source code is given below. To use the software use the

following procedure.
i

• First boot up the system.

• Now invoke GW-Basic by entering GW-Basic and pressing

return. This gets you into the Basic environment.

Ä Next press the F3 key. On the screen LOAD" is seen. Type

in RETRIEVE and press enter. This loads the program into

local memory. Next hit the F2 key to RUN the programme.

• On the screen a Menu is seen. Depending on your use type

in the selection and press return.

• Remember to first insert a type 7 log before writing the

data onto the disk file LOGS.

• To use the retrieved data use the file LOGS.
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1QREM11

REM

12 REM PROGRAM RETREIVE

13 REM

14 REM AUTHOR : SANJEEV SHANKAR

15 REM PURPOSE : TO COMMUNICATE WITH THE

RED PINE SYSTEM

16 REM LANGUAGE : GW-BASIC.[5]

17 REM SYSTEM : DATA GENERAL ONE

18 REM *****************************************
20 REM OPEN PORT COM1 FOR OUTPUTTING.

21 REM THE PARAMETERS ARE 4800 BAUD,

ODD PARITY,8 BITS/CHARACTER,ONE STOP BIT

25 REM *****************************************
30 OPEN “COM1:4800,0,8,1,RS,CS,CD,DS“AS #1

40 REM OPEN A DISK FILE FOR WRITING

DATA INTO.THIS FILE IS NAMED "LOGS"

50 OPEN “LOGS“FOR OUTPUT AS #2

70 DEFSTR R

90 CLS

100 REM SET CK5 TO 128.THIS IS DONE FOR

THE CALCULATION OF THE CHECKSUM.

110 CK5=l28

130 GOTO 2850

150 CLS
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160 REM THIS IS THE FIRST MEMORY

ACCESS AT ADDRESS 0000.

170 LO=&H0

190 HI=&H0

195 REM ********************************************
197 REM THE NEXT 6 LINES OF CODE

· CALCULATE THE CHECKSUM WHICH HAS TO BE

198 REM SENT TO THE RED PINE SYSTEM

AND SENDS OUT THE ADDRESS AND CHECKSUM

199 REM THROUGH COM1 WHICH IS NOW CALLED #1.
ggg REM ********************************************
210 CK1=LO+HI: IF CK1>255 THEN CK1=CK1 XOR 256

230 CK2=NOT(CK1)

250 CK2=CK2+1

270 CK3=CK2+256 ·
290 PRINT #1,CHR$(255);CHR$(255);

CHR$(HI);CHR$(LO);CHR$(O);

310 FOR K=1 TO 50: NEXT K

330 CLS
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335 REM ********************************************
336 REM NOW THE DATA SENT BY THE SYSTEM

IS RECEIVED AND WRITTEN INTO THE

337 REM DISK FILE LOGS.AT THE SAME TIME

THE CHECKSUM IS CALCULATED AND

338 REM COMPARED WITH THE CHECKSUM

SENT BY THE SYSTEM. IF THERE IS A

339 REM DIFFERENCE RETRANSMISSION IS

REQUESTED BY GOING THROUGH THE ABOVE

340 REM PROCEDURE ONCE AGAIN.

341 REM *****4*******************g******************
350 A$=INPUT$(3,#1)

370 P$=MI0$(A$,1,1):c$=MI0$(A$,2,1):0$=MI0$(A$,3,1)

390 PRINT ASC(B$);ASC(C$);ASC(D$)

410 IF LOC(1)<5 THEN GOTO 650

430 E$=INPUT$ (5,#1)

450 F$=MID$(E$,1,1):G$=MID$(E$,2,1):H$=MID$(E$,3,1):

R$=MID$(E$,4,1):S$=MID$(E$,5,1)
470 PRINT ASC(F$);ASC(G$);ASC(H$);ASC(R$);ASC(S$)

490 X=ASC(F$):Y=ASC(G$):Z=ASC(H$):T=ASC(R$):U=ASC(S$)

510 PRINT #2,X;Y;Z;T;U _

530 CK4=X+Y+Z+T+U

550 CK5=CK5+CK4

570 FOR J=1 TO 20: NEXT J

590 I$=INKEY$
610 IF I$="Q" THEN END
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630 GOTO 410 ‘

650 Q$=INPUT$(4,1):M$=MID$(Q$,1,1):N$=MID$(Q$,2,1):

O$=MID$(Q$,3,1):P$=MID$(Q$,4,1)
670 LL=ASC(M$):BB=ASC(N$):GG=ASC(O$): FF=ASC(P$)

690 XTRA=LL+BB+GG:CK6=CK5+XTRA

710 IF CK6 >255 THEN CK6=CK6 AND 255
730 CK7=NOT(CK6):CK7=CK7+1

. 750 CK8=CK7+256

770 IF CK8=FF THEN GOTO 830

790 PRINT “CHECKSUM ERRORERETRANSMISSION REQUESTED"

810 GOTO 110

830 PRINT "RECEIVED CHECKSUM =",FE

850 PRINT "CALCULATED CHECKSUM = ",CK8

870 PRINT "DATA RECEIVED ERROR FREE!!"
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gggREM881

REM THE FOLLOWING CODE SUPPLIES DIFFERENT

ADDRESSES FOR ACCESS.ADDRESSES ARE

882 REM 125 BYTES APART ALTHOUGH THERE
A

ARE 128 BYTES RECEIVED IN EACH
n

883 REM MEMORY ACCESS.THIS IS DONE

TO SIMPLIFY THE LOG STRUCTURE.
gg4 REM ******************4******************+******
890 LO=&H80 : HI=&H0

910 GOSUB 4210

930 LO=&H7D: HI=&H0

950 GOSUB 4210

970 LO=&HFA: HI=&H0

990 GOSUB 4210

1010 LO=&H77: HI=&H1

1030 GOSUB 4210

1050 GOSUB 4210

1070 LO=&H7l: HI=&H2

1090 GOSUB 4210

1110 LO=&HEE: HI=&H2

1130 GOSUB 4210

1150 LO=&H6B: HI=&H3

1170 GOSUB 4210

1190 LO=&HE8: HI=&H3

1210 GOSUB 4210

1230 LO=&H65: HI=&H4
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1250 GOSUB 4210

1270 L0=&HE2: HI=&H4

1290 GOSUB 4210

1310 L0=&H57: HI=&H5

1330 GOSUB 4210

1350 L0=&HDC: HI=&H5

1370 GOSUB 4210

1390 L0=&H59: HI=&H6

1410 GOSUB 4210

1430 L0=&HD6: HI=&H6

1450 GOSUB 4210

1470 L0=&H53: HI=&H7
l

1490 GOSUB 4210

1510 L0=&HDO: HI=&H7

1530 GOSUB 4210

1550 L0=&H4D: HI=&H8
1570 GOSUB 4210

1590 L0=&HCA: HI=&H8

1610 GOSUB 4210

1630 L0=&H47: HI=&H9

1650 GOSUB 4210
I

1670 L0=&HC4: H1=&H9

1690 GOSUB 4210

1710 L0=&H41: HI=&HA

1730 GOSUB 4210

1750 L0=&HBE: HI=&HA
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1770 GOSUB 4210
1790 L0=&H3B: HI=&HB

1810 GOSUB 4210

. 1830 L0=&HB8: HI=&HB
h

1850 GOSUB 4210

1870 L0=&H35: HI=&HC

1890 GOSUB 4210

1910 L0=&HB2: HI=&HC

1930 GOSUB 4210

1950 L0=&H2F: HI=&HD

1970 GOSUB 4210

1990 L0=&HAC: HI=&HD

2010 GOSUB 4210

2030 L0=&H29: HI=&HE

2050 GOSUB 4210

2070 L0=&HA6: HI=&HE

2090 GOSUB 4210

2110 L0=&H23: HI=&HF

2130 GOSUB 4210

2150 L0=&HAO: HI=&HF

2170 GOSUB 4210

2190 L0=&H1D: HI=&H10
2210 GOSUB 4210

2230 L0=H9A: HI=&H10

2250 GOSUB 4210

2270 L0=&H17: HI=&H11
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2290 GOSUB 4210
2310 LO=&H94: HI=&H11

2330 GCSUB 4210

2350 L0=&H11: HI=&H12

2370 GOSUB 4210

2390 L0=&H8E: HI=&H12 '

2410 GOSUB 4210

2430 L0=&HB: HI=&H13

2450 GOSUB 4210

2470 LO=&H88: HI=&H13

2490 GOSUB 4210
l

2510 L0=&H5: HI=&H14

2530 GOSUB 4210

2550 L0=&H82: HI=&H14

2570 GOSUB 4210

2590 L0=&HFF: HI=&H14

2610 GOSUB 4210

2630 L0=H7C: HI=&H15

2650 GOSUB 4210

2670 LO=&HF9: HI=&H15

2690 GOSUB 4210
2710 L0=&H76: HI=&H16
2730 GOSUB 4210

2750 LO=&HF3: HI=&H16 l
2770 GOSUB 4210

2790 LO=&H70: HI=&H17
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2810 GOSUB 4210

2830 GOTO 3500

2835 REM *******************************************
2836 REM MAIN MENU AND CHOICES

, 2837 REM *******************************************
2850 PRINT

“ _ "
2870 PRINT

“ MENU A LA CARTE "
2890 PRINT

“ -—---—————-—---—
"

2910 PRINT
“

"
2930 PRINT

“
A ------ DUMP DATA ON TO THE DISK"

2950 PRINT
“

B ------ INSERT A TYPE 7 LOG
“

2970 PRINT
“ C ------ RESET DATA POINTER

“

2990 PRINT
“

D ------ BEGIN DUMP COMMAND
“

3010 PRINT “
"

3030 PRINT " TYPE IN SELECTION (A-D),<CR>
“

3050 INPUT R

3070 IF R="A“ THEN GOTO 150

3090 IF
R=“B“ THEN GOTO 3150

3110 IF R=“C" THEN GOTO 3870

3130 IF
R="D“

THEN GOTO 3530

3150 CLS

3188 REM *******************************************
3161 REM THIS PART OF THE PROGRAM REQUESTS

FOR A TYPE 7 LOG TO BE CREATED.ONLY

3162 REM ONE DATA BYTE IS SENT BY

THE APC AS ACKNOWLEDGEMENT.
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3163 REM *******************************************
3170 FOR K=l TO 500: NEXT K

3190 PRINT "THE APC'S RESPONSE IS ONE DATA BYTE = 161"

3210 PRINT " "
3230 FOR K=5 TO 500 : NEXT K

3250 LO=&H0

3270 HI=&HF0

3290 CK1=LO+HI: IF CK1>255 THEN CK1=CKl XOR 256 R
3310 CK2=NOT(CKl)

3330 CK2=CK2+1

3350 CK3=CK2+256

3370 PRINT #l,CHR$(255);CHR$(255);CHR$(HI);

CHR$(LO);CHR$(CK3);

3390 FOR K=l TO 50: NEXT K

3410 A$=INPUT$(4,#1)

3430 B$=MID$(A$,1,1):C$=MID$(A$,2,1):

D$=MID$(A$,3,1):E$=MID$(A$,4,1)

3450 PRINT ASC(E$);

3470 FOR J=I TO 100: NEXT J

3490 PRINT " "
J

3510 GOTO 2870 _ V
3530 CLS

3550 FOR K=l TO 500: NEXT K

3560 REM *********+*********************************
3561 REM ROUTINE TO ACCQUIRE ADDRESS OF LAST LOG.

3562 REM **********************************+********
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3570 PRINT " APC RESPONSE IS TWO BYTES= ADDRESS

OF LAST LOG"

3590 LO=&H1

3610 HI=&HFO

3630 CKl=LO+HI: IF CK1>255 THEN CK1=CK1 XOR 256

3650 CK2=NOT(CK1)

3670 CK2=CK2+1

3690 CK3=CK2+256

3710 PRINT #1,CHR$(255);CHR$(255);CHR$(HI);

CHR$(LO);CHR$(CK3);

3730 CLS

3750 A$=INPUT$(4,#1)

3770 B$=MID$(A$,1,1):C$=MID$(A$,2,1):

D$=MID$(A$,3,1):E$=MID$(A$,4,1)

3790 PRINT ASC(E$);
I

3810 FOR J=I TO 100 : NEXT J

3830 PRINT
“

"
3850 GOTO 2870

3870 CLS

3890 FOR K=1 TO 500: NEXT K

3910 PRINT “APC RESPONSE IS ONE BYTE =161“

3930 LO=&H2 -
3950 HI=&HF0

3970 CKl=LO+HI: IF CK1>255 THEN CK1=CK1 XOR 256

3990 CK2=NOT(CK1) ‘ A
4010 CK2=CK2+1
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4030 CK3=CK2+256

4050 PRINT #1,CHR$(255);CHR$(255);CHR$(HI);

CHR$(LO);CHR$(CK3);

4070 FOR K=1 To 50: NEXT K

4090 A$=INPUT$(4,#l)
l

4110 B$=MID$(A$,1,1):C$=MID$(A$,2,1):

D$=MID$(A$,3,1):E$=MID$(A$,4,1)

4130 PRINT ASC(E$);

4150 FOR J=I TO 100 : NEXT J

4170 PRINT " "
4190 GOTO 2870

4210 CK5=128

4230 N=1

4250 CKl=LO+HI: IF CK1>255 THEN CK1=CK1 XOR 256

4270 CK2=NOT(CK1)

4290 CK2=CK2+1

4310 CK3=CK2+256

4330 PRINT #l,CHR$(255);CHR$(255);CHR$(HI);

CHR$(LO);CHR$(CK3);

4350 FOR K=1 TO 50: NEXT K

4370 CLS

4390 A$=INPUT$(3,#l)

4410 B$=MID$(A$,1,1):C$=MID$(A$,2,1):D$=MID$(A$,3,1)

4430 PRINT ASC(B$);ASC(C$);A$G(D$)

4450 IF LOC(1)<5 THEN GOTO 4690

4470 E$=INPUT$ (5,#1)
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4490 F$=MID$(E$,1,1):G$=MID$(E$,2,1):H$=MID$(E$,3,1) _

:R$=MID$(E$,4,1):S$=MID$(E$,5,1)

4510 PRINT ASC(F$);ASC(G$);ASC(H$);ASC(R$);ASC(S$)

4530 X=ASC(F$):Y=ASC(G$):Z=ASC(H$):T=ASC(R$):U;ASC(S$)

4550 PRINT #2,X;Y;Z;T;U
l

4570 CK4=X+Y+Z+T+U

4590 CK5=CK5+CK4

4610 FOR J=1 TO 20: NEXT J

4630 I$=INKEY$
i

4650 IF I$="Q" THEN END

4670 GOTO 4450

4690 Q$$INPUT$(4,1):M$=MID$(Q$,1,1):N$=MID$(Q$,2,1):

¤$=M1D$(Q$,3„1)=P$=M1D$(Q$,4„1>
4710 LL=ASC(M$):BB=ASC(N$):GG=ASC(0$): FF=ASC(P$)

4730 XTRA=LL+BB+GG:CK6=CK5+XTRA

4750 IF CK6 >255 THEN CK6=CK6 AND 255

4770 CK7=NOT(CK6):CK7=CK7+1

4790 CK8=CK7+256

4810 IF CK8=FF THEN GOTO 4890

4830 FOR K=1 TO 300: NEXT K

4850 PRINT "CHECKSUM ERROR!RETRANSMISSION REQUESTED"

4870 GOTO 4210

4890 PRINT "RECEIVED CHECKSUM =",FF

4910 FOR K=1 TO 300: NEXT K

4930 PRINT "CALCULATED CHECKSUM = ",CK8

4950 PRINT "DATA RECEIVED ERROR FREE!!"
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4970 FOR K=1 TO 300: NEXT K

4990 RETURN
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APPENDIX C. 3OIES O3 S!§TEMl

The following appendix summarizes the work done on debugging

the 'black box' from Issac Associates.The hardware wasbasedon

the Motorola 6809, with its associated peripherals like

the ACIA MC 6850,MC6821 etc.The main job to be done was to

communicate with this box from an external computer which in

this case was a Zenith personal computer.

C,1 COMMUNICA]j;ON$,

The box was designed in such a way that to start a di-

alogue with it a certain addressing format should be

followed.The format is as follows FF FF MSB LSB CHKSUM, where

MSB LSB is the address location to be accessed.The CHKSUM is

the sum of the MSB & LSB ,with the two's complement of this

sum being the final chksum.Unless the box received a request

in this manner it refuses to talk to an external machine.The

accessible locations are given below.

C.2 MICgO ADDgESS Sggcg °

• 0011-0012 ;address of the first byte of the last stored

log.
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• 001C-001F ;time since power on or since the last dump.

• 0021-0024 ;idle time(no odometer impulses)

• 0026-0028 ;dwell time(time since door was last opened).

• 0030-0031 ;hour timer. ß .

• 0033-0036 ;distance(measured by odometer impu1ses.).

• 0040 ;front door on counter. _

• 0041 ;front door off counter.

• 0042 ;rear door on counter.

• 0043 ;rear door off counter.

• 004C ;inputs from lightheads

• 004D ;inputs from switches.

• 004E-004F ;distance

• 0050-xxxx ;log storage area.
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The working of the Time and Distance counters. are as

follows.The count is maintained in the first byte until it

overflows, that is until a count of 255 is reached,then the

next byte is incremented and the count starts again in the

first byte.Thus the distance and time are shown in terms of

FF hex or decimal 255.

The software designed for the purposes of communicating

with the box merely sends out requests and then reads in the

answer given by the box. A diagnostic mode is available,by

which the user can continuously monitor the log storage area

and determine the different logs that have been recorded.Also

specific locations can be accessed if required.The software

is interactive.

C,3 §1$TEM D;SCgEPA§cIES,

It was noticed that there were certain discrepancies in

the system. The Front and Rear On Counters.do not record any

activity even after the sensor beams are broken in the re-

quired manner.The Off counters are the ones that sense both

I getting on and off the bus..

After a Reset the address pointer is supposed to point to

51H but it was noticed that the location pointed is 4CH.Sim-

ilarly after power on the location 00llH which shows the ad-

dress of the beginning of the last log shows 5lH and not 50H.

although the last log begins at SOH.
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C,4 SUGGESTED IMPg0VEMENT$

It was noticed that improvements could be made on the

system,some of which are suggested below.

The recorded logs do not give a cumulative count of the

passengers entening on leaving the bus .so counters which

keep track of passengers entening,leaving and the daily cu-

mulative count can be incorporated,similarTimehs. can also

be added to the system.On the other hand the log structure

can be changed to accommodate such counts.

A log which keeps track of the number of signposts and

lights passed can be added.

c,5 SOETEAR§ DIAGNOSI;C,

A software diagnostic was created to examine each of the

accessible locations in memory. This program read the bit

contents of the memory areas and translated them into decimal

values which are then output to the screen. The process is

continuously done so any and every recording done by the

system is seen on the screen. Simultaneously the latest

g created log is also displayed. Thus operators could confirm

the proper working of the system. A schematic of the diag-

nostic display is shown in fig ll. The source code has also

been provided in this appendix.
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Figure 11. Software Diagnostic Example
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1Q REM **************************g******************
15 REM PROGRAM MOTOR

16 REM AUTHOR : SANJEEV SHANKAR

17 REM LANGUAGE : Z—BASIC

18 REM SYSTEM1 : ZENITH-100

19 REM PURPOSE : TO CREATE A SOFTWARE

DIAGNOSTIC .

2Q REM ******4************************************** ·

21 REM OPEN THE COM1 PORT AS FILE #1 .BAUD=4800

,8 BITS PER CHARACTER,ODD

22 REM PARITY,1 STOP BIT.DISPLAY THE MAIN MENU

AND FOR SELECTION TO BE MADE

23 REM **********************************************
50 OPEN "COM1:4800,0,8,1"AS #1

70 DIM T(10)

90 PRINT " MENU ----- MICRO ADDRESS SPACE "
110 PRINT"130PRINT " "
150 PRINT" Z - DIAGNOSTIC MODE "
170 PRINT "A - ADDRESS OF BEGINNING OF LAST LOG "
190 PRINT "T - TIME SINCE POWER ON "
210 PRINT "I - IDLE TIME "
230 PRINT "D - DWELL TIME "

250 PRINT "H - HOUR TIMER _ "
‘ 270 PRINT "O - DISTANCE "

290 PRINT "F - FRONT DOOR ON COUNTER "
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310 PRINT
“N

- FRONT DOOR OFF COUNTER "
330 PRINT "R - REAR DOOR ON COUNTER "
350 PRINT "V - REAR DOOR OFF COUNTER "
370 PRINT "D - DIGITAL INPUTS FROM LIGHTHEADS "
390 PRINT "S - DISTANCE "
410 PRINT

“L
- LOG STORAGE AREA "

430 PRINT "C - CLEAR COUNTER "
450 PRINT

“Q _ DUMP REQUEST "
470 PRINT "G _ RESET LOG RECORD "
490 PRINT

“M
- MAIN MENU "

510 PRINT "X - EXIT FROM PROGRAM "
530 PRINT

“
"

550 PRINT
“

TYPE IN CHOICE (eg : AA ) "
570 PRINT " "
590 INPUT R$
610 CLS

630 R$=INKEY$
650 IF

R$="Z“
THEN 3110

. 670 IF R$="A" THEN 1050

690 IF R$=“T" THEN 1170

710 IF
R$="I“

THEN 1330

730 IF R$=“D“ THEN 1490

750 IF R$=“H" THEN 1650

770 IF R$="D" THEN 1810

790 IF R$="F" THEN 1950

810 IF R$="N" THEN 2030
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830 IF
R$=“R“

THEN 2110

850 IF
R$=“V“

THEN 2190

870 IF R$=“D“ THEN 2270

890 IF R$="S" THEN 2350

910 IF R$="L" THEN 2490

930 IF R$="C" THEN 2630

950 IF
R$="Q“

THEN 2710

970 IF R$=“G“ THEN 2830

990 IF R$="M" THEN 90
gg5 REM **********************************************
996 REM THE FOLLOWING CODE ACCESSES EACH MEMORY LOCATION

RETRIEVES INFORMATION

997 REM AND PRINTS IT ON THE SCREEN UNDER

APPROPRIATE HEADINGS.THIS IS DONE

998 REM BY SENDING OUT THE ADDRESS AND CHECKSUM

IN THE STATED FASHION.SOME

999 REM BYTES ARE SEPARATED INTO THEIR BITS
L

AND THEN PRINTED, FOR EXAMPLE

1000 REM THE SWITCH INPUTS SO THAT THE

MAKING AND BREAKING OF INPUTS

1001 REM CAN BE NOTICED.
° lggz REM *********************************************

1010 IF R$="X" THEN 6330

1030 GOTO 3130

1050 LO=&H11

1070 HI=0
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1090 FOR I=1 TO 2

1110 LO=LO+1

1130 NEXT I

1150 INPUT R$: GOTO 630

1170 LO=&H1C

1190 HI=0

1210 FOR I=1 TO.4
1230 GOSUB 2910

1250 LO=LO+1

1270 NEXT I

1290 PRINT
“ “

.

1310 INPUT R$: GOTO 630

1330 HI=0

1350 LO=&H21

1370 FOR I=1 TO 4

1390 GOSUB 2910

1410 LO=LO+1

1430 NEXT I

1450 PRINT
“ “

1470 INPUT R$: GOTO 630

1490 HI =0 .
1510 LO=&H26

1530 FOR I=1 TO 3

1550 GOSUB 2910

1570 L0=L0+1

1590 NEXT I
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1610 PRINT " "
‘

1630 INPUT R$: GOTO 630

1650 LO=&H30

1670 HI=0

1690 FOR I=1 TO 2

1710 GOSUB 2910

1730 LO=LO+1
1750 NEXT I

1770 PRINT " "
l

1790 INPUT RS: GOTO 630

1810 LO=&H33

1830 HI=0
1850 FOR I=l TO 4

1870 GOSUB 2910:LO=LO+1

1890 NEXT I

1910 PRINT " "
‘

1930 INPUT RS: GOTO 630

1950 HI=0:LO=&H40

1970 GOSUB 2910

1990 PRINT " "
2010 INPUT RS: GOTO 630

2030 HI=0:LO=&H41

2050 GOSUB 2910

2070 PRINT " "
2090 INPUT RS: GOTO 630

2110 HI=O:LO=&H42
·
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2130 GOSUB 2910

2150 PRINT " "
2170 INPUT R$: GOTO 630

2190 HI=0:LO=&H43
l

2210 GOSUB 2910
W

2230 PRINT
“

"
2250 INPUT R$: GOTO 630

2270 HI=0:LO=&H4C

2290 GOSUB 2910

2310 PRINT "
“

2330 INPUT R$: GOTO 630

2350 HI=0:LO=&H4E

2370 FOR I=1 TO 2

2390 GOSUB 2910

2410 LO=LO+1

2430 NEXT I

2450 PRINT " "
2470 INPUT R$: GOTO 630

2490 HI=0:LO=&H50

2510 FOR I=1 TO 100

2530 FOR J=1 TO 64: GOSUB 2910

2550 LO=LO+l: NEXT J

2570 HI=HI+1: NEXT I

2590 PRINT " "
2610 INPUT R$: GOTO 630

2630 HI=0:LO=&H3E
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2650 GOSUB 2910

2670 PRINT " "
2690 INPUT R$: GOTO 630

2710 HI=&HFO:LO=&H11 ‘

2730 FOR I=1 TO 45

2750 GOSUB 2910:L0=L0+1

2770 NEXT I

2790 PRINT " "
2810 INPUT R$: GOTO 630

2830 HI=&HFO:LO=&HF0

2850 GOSUB 2910

2870 PRINT " "
°

2890 INPUT R$: GOTO 630

2910 CK1=L0+HI: IF CK1>255 THEN CK1=CK1 XOR 256

2930 CK2=NOT(CK1):CK2=CK2+1

2950 CK3=CK2+256

2970 PRINT #1,CHR$(255);CHR$(255);CHR$(HI)

;CHR$(L0);CHR$(CK3);

2990 FOR K=1 TO 50: NEXT K

3010 A$=INPUT$(4,#1)

3030 B$=MID$(A$,1,1):C$=MID$(A$,2,1):

D$=MID$(A$,3,1):E$=MID$(A$,4,1)

3050 PRINT ASC(E$)
;“ “;

3070 FOR J=I TO 100: NEXT J

3090 RETURN ~ ’

3110 CLS
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3130 LO=&H11

3150 HI=O

3170 LOCATE 1,1

3190 PRINT " ADD OF LAST LOG"

3210 X=2:Y=4

3230 FOR I=1 TO 2

3250 GOSUB 6150
l

3270 TY=ASC(E$)
3290 LOCATE X,Y

3310 PRINT HEX$(ASC(E$))
3330 Y=Y+3

3350 LO=LO+l

3370 NEXT I

3390 LO=&H1C

3410 HI=O

3430 LOCATE 1,30

3450 PRINT "TIME SINCE POWER ON"

3470 X=2:Y=30

3490 FOR I=1 TO 4

3510 GOSUB 6150

3530 LOCATE X,Y

3550 PRINT ASC(E$)

3570 Y=Y+3

3590 LO=LO+l

3610 NEXT I

3630 PRINT " "
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3650 HI=O

3670 LO=&H21

3690 LOCATE 1,55

3710 PRINT “IDLE TIME"
3730 X=2:Y=55

l

3750 FOR I=1 TO 4

3770 GOSUB 6150

3790 LOCATE X,Y

3810 PRINT ASC(E$)

3830 Y=Y+3

3850 LO=LO+1

3870 NEXT I

3890 PRINT "
“

3910 HI =0

3930 LO=&H26

3950 LOCATE 4,1

3970 PRINT "DWELL TIME "
3990 X=5:Y=1

4010 FOR I=1 TO 3

4030 GOSUB 6150

4050 LOCATE X,Y

4070 PRINT ASC(E$) ·

4090 Y=Y+3

4110 LO=LO+1

4130 NEXT I

4150 PRINT " "
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4170 LO=&H30 _
4190 HI=0

4210 X=5:Y=25

4230 LOCATE 4,24
‘ _

4250 PRINT "HOUR TIMER"
E

4270 FOR I=1 TO 2

4290 GOSUB 6150

4310 LOCATE X,Y

4330 PRINT ASC(E$)
4

4350 Y=Y+3
4370 LO=LO+1

.4390 NEXT I

4410 PRINT "
“

4430 LO=&H33

4450 LOCATE 4,45

4470 PRINT "DISTANCE(UNIT=ODO IMPULSES)"

4490 X=5:Y=50

4510 HI=0

4530 FOR I=1 TO 4

4550 GOSUB 6150:LO=LO+1
O

4570 LOCATE X,Y

4590 PRINT ASC(E$)

4610 Y=Y+3

4630 NEXT I

4650 PRINT " "
4670 HI=O:LO=&H40
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4690 LOCATE 8,1

4710 PRINT "FRONT DOOR ON COUNTER"

4730 GOSUB 6150 U
4750 LOCATE 9,10

4770 PRINT ASC(E$)

4790 PRINT " "
4810 HI=0:LO=&H41

I

4830 LOCATE 8,30: PRINT "FRONT DOOR OFF"

4850 LOCATE 9,36: PRINT HEX$(ASC(E$))

4870 GOSUB 6150

4890 PRINT " "
4910 HI=0:LO=&H42

4930 LOCATE 8,50

4950 PRINT"REAR DOOR ON COUNTER"

4970 GOSUB 6150

4990 LOCATE 9,58

5010 PRINT ASC(E$)

5030 PRINT " "
5050 HI=0:LO=&H43

5070 LOCATE 11,1

5090 PRINT "REAR DOOR OFF COUNTER"

5110 GOSUB 6150
5130 LOCATE 12,10

5150 PRINT ASC(E$)

5170 PRINT " "
5190 PRINT HEX$(ASC(E$))
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5210 HI=0:LO=&H4C

5230 LOCATE 11,28

5250 PRINT "DIGITAL INPUTS FROM LIGHTHEADS"

5270 GOSUB 6150

5290 GOSUB 6350 ,

5310 X=12:Y=35

5330 FOR I=l TO 8

5350 LOCATE X,Y

5370 PRINT T(I)

5390 Y=Y+2

5410 NEXT I

5430 PRINT " "
5450 HI=0:LO=&H4E

5470 LOCATE 11,65

5490 PRINT "DISTANCE"

5510 X=12 : Y=65

5530 FOR I=l TO 2

5550 GOSUB 6150

5570 LOCATE X,Y

5590 PRINT ASC(E$)

5610 Y=Y+3

5630 L0=LO+1 ' ·

5650 NEXT I

· 5670 PRINT " "
5690 HI=0:L0=&H4D

5710 LOCATE 14,1
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5730 PRINT "DIGITAL INPUTS FROM SWITCHES "
5750 GOSUB 6150

5770 GOSUB 6350
5790 X=15:Y=5
5810 FOR I=1 TO 8

5830 LOCATE X,Y: PRINT T(I)

5850 Y=Y+2 : NEXT I Ü .
5870 HI=0:LO=TY

5890 LOCATE 17,5

5910 PRINT " LAST LOG RECORDED"

5930 GOSUB 6150 .

5950 LOCATE 19,5: PRINT HEX$(ASC(E$))

5970 LOCATE 25,3: PRINT TY

5990 X=19 :Y=7

6010 FOR I=1 TO 4

6030 LO=LO+1

6050 GOSUB 6150

6070 LOCATE X,Y: PRINT ASC(E$)

6090 Y=Y+3: NEXT I

6110 GOTO 630

6130 GOTO 3130 Ü
6150 CK1=LO+HI: IF CK1>255 THEN CK1=CK1 XOR 256

6170 CK2=NOT(CK1):CK2=CK2+1

6190 CK3=CK2+256

6210 PRINT #1,CHR$(255);CHR$(255);CHR$(HI)

;CHR$(LO);CHR$(CK3);
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6230 FOR K=1 TO 50: NEXT K ·

6250 A$=INPUT$(4,#1)

6270 B$=MID$(A$,1,1):C$=MID$(A$,2,1)

:D$=MID$(A$,3,1):E$=MID$(A$,4,l)

6290 FOR J=I TO 100 : NEXT J

6310 RETURN

6330 END

6350 T=ASC(E$)

6370 T(l)=T AND l

6390 T(1)=T(1)/1

6410 T(2)=T AND 2:T(2)=T(2)/2

6430 T(3)=T AND 4: T(3)=T(3)/4

6450 T(4)=T AND 8:T(4)=T(4)/8

6470 T(5) = T AND 16: T(5)=T(5)/16

6490 T(6)=T AND 32 :T(6)=T(6)/32

6510 T(7)=T AND 64:T(7)=T(7)/64
‘

6530 T(8)=T AND 128:T(8)=T(8)/128

6550 RETURN
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